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ABSTRACT
A microscale wildfire model, QES-Fire, that dynamically couples the fire front to microscale
winds was developed using a simplified physics rate of spread (ROS) model, a kinematic plumerise model and a mass-consistent wind solver. The model is three-dimensional and couples fire
heat fluxes to the wind field while being more computationally efficient than other coupled
models. The plume-rise model calculates a potential velocity field scaled by the ROS model’s fire
heat flux. Distinct plumes are merged using a multiscale plume-merging methodology that can
efficiently represent complex fire fronts. The plume velocity is then superimposed on the ambient
winds and the wind solver enforces conservation of mass on the combined field, which is then fed
into the ROS model and iterated on until convergence. QES-Fire’s ability to represent plume rise
is evaluated by comparing its results with those from an atmospheric large-eddy simulation (LES)
model. Additionally, the model is compared with data from the FireFlux II field experiment.
QES-Fire agrees well with both the LES and field experiment data, with domain-integrated
buoyancy fluxes differing by less than 17% between LES and QES-Fire and less than a 10%
difference in the ROS between QES-Fire and FireFlux II data.
Keywords: buoyant plume, diagnostic wind solver, fire–atmosphere coupling, level set
method, merging plumes, plume rise model, rate of spread, simplified fire spread physics.
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Winds are one of the primary drivers at the fire front (Albini 1982) dictating fire-spread
behaviour. Currently, only models that directly include the physical coupling between
combustion processes and fluid momentum and scalar transport represent this phenome
non with minimal parameterisation or empiricism. For wildfires, these include models
such as FIRETEC (Linn et al. 2002), the Wildland–Urban Interface Fire Dynamics
Simulator (WFDS, Mell et al. 2007) and Firestar (Morvan and Dupuy 2004; Morvan
et al. 2009). These models resolve fire progression based on physical representation of
the combustion without relying on rate of spread (ROS) parameterisations, and account
for the impact of fire–atmosphere interactions on fire behaviour. These models directly
resolve entrainment due to combustion, as well as buoyancy, by solving the equations for
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. However, the resolution required to
resolve the physics of atmosphere–fire interactions precludes simulations that cover a
large enough range of spatial and temporal scales to represent large wildfires such as
those that have transpired in recent years, e.g. the 2018 British Columbia wildfires,
which burned 1 354 284 ha (BC Wildfire Services 2020), the 2020 Oregon wildfires,
which burned more than 400 000 ha (National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) 2020), and
the August complex fire in California, which burned more than 417 000 ha (NIFC 2020).
One solution used to mitigate the high computational cost of full-physics models is to
simplify and parameterise different components of the fire–atmosphere system, for
example the ROS. For wildfire, this is commonly done with empirically derived para
meterisations. One example is the Fire Area Simulator (FARSITE, Finney et al. 1995), a
deterministic modelling system capable of simulating fire spread in heterogeneous terrain
with heterogeneous fuel and fuel moisture conditions. It includes several semi-empirical
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ROS models: the Rothermel (1972) surface fire spread
model, the Van Wagner (1977) crown fire initiation model,
the Rothermel (1991) crown fire spread model, the Albini
(1979) spotting model, and the Nelson (2000) dead fuel
moisture model. Another example of an empirically parame
terised model is the narrow-band Eulerian Level set Method
of Fire spread (ELMFire, Lautenberger 2013). ELMFire
includes the Rothermel (1972) surface fire spread model as
the forcing of a level set method (Sethian 1999). Each point
of the fire front is advanced by applying Huygens’ principle,
which assumes that the fire front propagation can be approx
imated as the sum of elliptical wavelets emanating from each
point of the fire front (Baker and Copson 2003). Models such
as FARSITE and ELMFire represent fire behaviour with
ingested meteorological data as the forcing, but are limited
because fire heat sources do not affect atmospheric winds.
Models such as the Coupled Atmosphere–Wildland Fire
Environment (CAWFE, Clark et al. 2004; Coen 2013),
MesoNH-ForeFire (Filippi et al. 2011), Weather Research
and Forecasting – SFIRE (WRF-SFIRE, Mandel et al. 2011,
2014), and WRF-Fire (Coen et al. 2013; Muñoz-Esparza et al.
2018) focus on the coupling between mesoscale meteorolog
ical conditions and wildfire behaviour at spatial scales of the
order of hundreds of metres (O (100m)) using numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models. For example, WRF-SFIRE
couples the WRF model (Skamarock and Klemp 2008) with
semi-empirical ROS and simplified fire heat flux parameter
isations. A level set method is used to track and advance the
flame front, and winds from the WRF model are interpolated
to the fire front height for use in the ROS and fuel consump
tion models. In turn, heat fluxes from SFIRE are injected into
the WRF model as a vertically distributed flux using an
extinction depth. MesoNH-ForeFire (Filippi et al. 2011,
2013) uses the model of Balbi et al. (2009) as a forcing to a
Lagrangian front tracking scheme. The ForeFire module inter
polates the atmospheric winds to the midflame height and
then calculates the fire-induced winds through the heat and
water vapour surface fluxes. These combined winds are used
to drive the ROS model. The main differences in these mod
els are in the methodology for how the winds are interpo
lated to the fire front, the choice of ROS parameterisation,
and how the heat and mass fluxes are injected into the
atmospheric model. The feedback between meteorological
variables and fire heat and mass fluxes enables these models
to simulate fire-related winds and wildfire evolution.
Kochanski et al. (2013) demonstrated that WRF-SFIRE can
run coupled atmosphere–fire simulations faster than real
time for large-scale wildfires. The primary limitation is that
the grid resolution for such fires must be fairly modest
(O (100 m)) to keep the computational time low enough for
forecasting applications.
WRF-SFIRE and similar models use a full set of prognostic
equations to represent the atmosphere in a coupled model
ling framework, making them computationally intensive.
They also typically use near-surface atmospheric and fire
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front-scale parameterisations that were not developed for
the small-scale three-dimensional (3-D) heterogeneity com
monly found in most ecosystems. Recently, a third approach
has emerged to couple atmospheric flow to fire spread that
attempts to bridge the gap between the FIRETEC-WFDS
approach and the coupled mesoscale atmosphere-to-fire
front approach. The basic idea is to employ a simplified
but still 3-D physics methodology for the microscale flow
while representing fire behaviour with parameterisations
similar to those used by WRF-SFIRE. QUIC-fire (Linn et al.
2020) does this by combining the diagnostic wind solver
QUIC-URB (Pardyjak and Brown 2003) with a cellular
automata model (Achtemeier 2013). QUIC-fire improves
on the cellular automata model to include a more physicsbased approach. It moves ‘energy packets’ (EP) through
diffusion or advection based on the local wind. The trans
ferred EP is used to either start new fires, intensify fires
already ignited, or transfer the energy to the environment
using a probability-based ROS. In addition, the impacts of
fluxes originating at the fire front on the wind field are
parameterised in QUIC-fire by converting the heat flux at
the fire source to a buoyant plume with the plume centreline
vertical velocity and lateral expansion calculated using the
Briggs theory parameterisations (Davidson 1989).
Here, we present a new fast-response microscale model for
wildfire spread, QES-Fire. It shares some characteristics with
QUIC-fire, including the use of a similar diagnostic wind
model, and its general strategy is similar while the specific
submodels, methods and system flow are unique. The model
is based on the QES (Quick Environmental Simulation) frame
work, a fast-response microscale model that can rapidly cal
culate wind fields in complex terrain (Bozorgmehr et al.
2021). QES-Fire uses quasi-steady-state simplified physics
parameterisations to dynamically couple the ROS and fire
heat fluxes with local winds. We first describe the modelling
methodology used to create QES-Fire in the next section,
including the fire front advancement method, the microscale
wind solver, the ROS model and the parameterisations for the
fire-induced winds through use of a convective plume model.
The convective plume model includes single axisymmetric
plumes as well as a methodology for determining the criteria
for plume merging. Next, we compare the model in the ‘QESFire comparison’ section against an idealised plume and
in situ measurements from an experimental burn.

QES-Fire modelling methodology
The goal of QES-Fire is to dynamically link near-surface
atmospheric flow with fire front fluxes and fire front ROS in
a physically consistent and computationally efficient manner.
To accomplish this, a unique combination of reduced-order
physical and chemical models, numerical methods and com
putational approaches is used. The model is composed of a
set of linked submodels, each representing an aspect of the
307
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Table 1. Variable nomenclature.

Initialise fire-map
ignition, level set,
fuels

Latin symbols
Calculate initial
velocity

Each fire cell
Calculate ROS and
heat release
Calculate discrete
plume velocities

Advance level
set

Advance time
step

Each plume
merging height
Merge plumes,
calculate merged
plume velocities

No

Final time
step?

Yes
Superimpose plume
and initial velocity
field

Exit

Calculate final mass
consistent velocity

No

Yes
Velocity
converged?

Fig. 1. Flowchart of QES-Fire depicting the dynamic coupling of the
initial atmospheric winds with the fire-induced winds used to drive a
ROS model to advance a fire front.

wildfire–atmosphere system (Fig. 1). Briefly, the coupling
between atmospheric winds and fire heat fluxes is accom
plished using a ROS model that advances the fire front
through the level set method (Sethian 1999). The level
set advances through QES-Fire’s discrete, two-dimensional
(2-D) surface mapper that tracks fuel conditions at the
domain’s surface. At the beginning of a simulation, the
2-D mapper is initialised with the fire’s ignition source and
fuel characteristics. Next, an initial wind field is specified
throughout the 3-D domain using QES-Winds and at each
discrete cell that is on fire, a ROS model (Balbi et al. 2020)
calculates the forcing used to advance the level set as well as
the heat release of each discrete section of the fire front. A
plume rise and merging model is then used to calculate a
velocity field from the discrete fire map. The empirical
plume velocity field is superimposed onto the initial velocity
field and QES-Winds calculates a final velocity field. This
iterates until convergence at which point the level set (fire
front) and time step are advanced.
The following subsections give detailed descriptions of
each component depicted in Fig. 1 and how they contribute
to QES-Fire. All variables used in QES-Fire are listed in
Table 1.
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Value if
constant

A

Radiation coefficient

B

Stefan–Boltzman constant (W m−2 K−4)

b

Buoyancy velocity in flame (m s−1)

bn

Buoyancy velocity in flame normal to flat
ground (m s−1)

C

Courant number

cp

Specific heat of air (J kg−1 K−1)

d

Fuel depth (m)

D

Level set spatial derivatives

F

Level set forcing function

g

Acceleration due to gravity (m s−2)

h

Height of flame base (m)

H

Height of flame (m)

I

Ignition energy (J kg−2)

K1

Drag coefficient (s m−1)

I0

Roughness length (m)

Lc

Characteristic plume length (m)

m

Fuel moisture content (% )

nx

Normal to level set along x-axis

ny

Normal to level set along y-axis

p̃

Perturbation from hydrostatic pressure

q

Rate of energy release from plume source (W m−3)

Q0

Averaged power output of fire (W)

r

Radial distance from plume centreline (m)

r00

Balbi model coefficient

R

Plume radius (m)

ROS

Rate of spread (m s−1)

st

Stoichiometric coefficient

5.6 × 10−8

1150

9.81

130

2.5 × 10−5

17
2

−2

S

Leaf area per square metre (m m )

SAV

Surface area-to-volume ratio (m2 m−3)

t

Time (s)

T

Temperature (K)

u

Velocity component along x-axis (m s−1)

U(H/2)

Horizontal velocity at midflame height (m s−1)

v

Velocity component along y-axis (m s−1)

v̄r

Radial plume velocity (m s−1)

v̄z

Vertical plume velocity (m s−1)

V

Velocity (m s−1)

wc

Characteristic plume velocity (m s−1)

(Continued on next page)
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Subscripts

(Continued)

Latin symbols

Value if
constant
−1

a

Air

c

Characteristic value

w

Velocity component along z-axis (m s )

cl

Plume centre-line value

x

Horizontal Cartesian axis

f

Flame

x0

Distance between two plume sources

h

With respect to horizontal

y

Horizontal Cartesian axis

i

x-axis cell index

z

Vertical Cartesian axis

j

y-axis cell index

k

z-axis cell index

r

Along radial direction

x

Along x-axis

y

Along y-axis

z

Along z-axis

Greek symbols
α1,2

Gaussian precision moduli

β

Fuel packing ratio

ΔH

Heat of combustion of pyrolysis gases (J kg−1)

Δx

Cell size along x-axis (m)

Δy

Cell size along y-axis (m)

Δz

Cell size along z-axis (m)

ϵ

Plume entrainment constant

γ

Flame tilt angle (radians)

Γ

Plume-merging filter index

ĸ

Relative strength of unequal plume sources

λ

Lagrange multipliers for Poisson equation

Λ

Plume potential

μm

Plume mixing length (m)

ƞ

Ratio of thermal to momentum plume radii

ω

Vorticity (radians s−1)

Ω

Empirically derived velocity profile in plume

ϕ

Level set function

Value if
constant

0.09

Streamfunction
ρ

Density (kg m−3)

ρv

Fuel particle density (kg m−3)

σ

Total fuel load (kg m−2)

τ

Flame residence time (s)

τ0

Residence time parameter (s m−1)

θ

Terrain slope angle (radians)
Empirically derived temperature profile in plume

X

Flame radiative fraction

ζ

Vertical distance above plume source (m)

ζv

Virtual origin below sources for merged plume (m)

Superscripts
0

Original value

*

Non-dimensional value

+

Forward in space

−

Backward in space

75 591

Fire map
QES-Fire uses a cellular 2-D surface map to track fuels,
moisture, local terrain slope and the fire front. All values
are calculated at cell centres. The 2-D mapper (Fig. 2)
defines four types of cells: not burning, partially burning,
fully burning and burned. Additionally, the 2-D mapper
tracks the fire front using the level set method (see ‘Fire
front’ section). While the fire front is tracked as a continuous
function (or set of continuous functions for multiple fires),
each cell of the 2-D mapper is defined independently.
Using a cellular approach gives QES-Fire the ability to
build a fire front for heterogeneous conditions by varying
the fuel loading, moisture and local slope for each distinct
ground cell.
Fuel properties for each ground cell are specified accord
ing to the Rothermel (1972) and Anderson (1982) fuel load
ing models. These models include all the inputs necessary to
compute the Rothermel ROS model. Each cell is considered
homogeneous throughout; this is required because many ROS
models assume a uniform fuel bed (e.g. Rothermel 1972;
Pagni and Peterson 1973; Balbi et al. 2009). QES-Fire uses
two ROS models concurrently to advance the fire front,
Rothermel (1972) and Balbi et al. (2020) (see ‘Rate of spread
model’ section below).
QES-Fire’s 2-D mapper uses the cell type to track where
the fire front is in time and space. The ROS model calculates
the ROS in all cells that are fully and partially burning and
the fire front is advanced using a dynamic timestep (Δt)
within all partially burning cells. Δt is calculated using a
modified Courant number, C (Ferziger and Peric 2002), with
the maximum ROS for the 2-D mapper replacing the velocity
magnitude

i ty
C = max(ROS) jjj zzz,
k x{

(1)
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Burned

Fully
burning

Partially
burning

Fig. 2. Plan-view schematic illustrating how QESFire’s 2-D mapper uses a level set function to track
the fire front through discrete cells. Cells are either
not burning, partially burning, fully burning, or burned.
Cells are updated according to the fire front progres
sion at each timestep.

Not
burning

Fire front

where C ≤ 1. The ROS-dependent timestep ensures that the
flame front does not skip cells, facilitating an accurate cal
culation of the time on fire (t) through a simple addition of
Δt to the current time on fire. At the point in time when
t ≥ τ, where τ is the residence time calculated based on the
fuel type and moisture following Anderson (1969), the cell
is considered burned out and the cell type is set to burned so
that fire cannot re-spread to that cell.

and
are the forward and backward gradients (in
space) of the level set calculated by
+

+

2

y
+ (max[Di , jy , 0])2 + (min[D+
i , j , 0]) ,

2
x
x
2
= (max[D+
i, j , 0]) + (min[Di , j , 0])
2

The fire front is advanced through the level set method
described by Sethian (1999). The level set method was
chosen for its ability to track a fast-evolving interface in
complex geometries, and because it has been shown to be
adept at fire front tracking (e.g. Mallet et al. 2009; Rehm
and McDermott 2009; Mandel et al. 2011; Muñoz-Esparza
et al. 2018). The initial fire front is prescribed in the
initialisation of QES-Fire as the level set function ϕ so that
ϕi,j(t = 0) = 0, where ϕi,j = 0 are burning cells and the
subscripts i and j indicate the cell index in the x and y
directions, respectively. A signed distance function (the
minimum distance from a point to the level set) is then
applied to all cells to determine the initial values for ϕ.
Ghost cells are used by copying the values of the level set
at the fire map boundaries to a buffer region around the 2-D
mapper. This ensures spatial derivatives are non-complex at
domain boundaries. As the progression is always forwards in
a fire front (a fire cannot burn where it has already burned),
it is appropriate to use an upwind numerical scheme; there
fore, a first-order space convex scheme is utilised where

=

0
i,j

t [max(Fi , j , 0)

+

+ min(Fi , j , 0)

y
y
2
+ (max[D+
i , j , 0]) + (min[Di , j , 0]) ,

(4)

respectively. The level set spatial derivatives Di,j are given by

(x + x , t )
(x , t )
,
x
(x , t )
(x
x, t )
Di , jx =
,
x
(y + y , t )
(y , t )
y
D+
, and
i,j =
y
(y , t )
(y
y, t )
Di , jy =
.
y
x
D+
i,j =

(5)

(6)

The level set forcing function Fi,j must be applied normal
to the fire front, both in calculation of the ROS and for the
propagation of the level set itself. The level set normal is
calculated as

nx =

nx
nx2

+

n y2

and ny =

ny
nx2

+ n y2

,

(7)

with

],
(2)

with Δt calculated using the modified Courant number
(Eqn 1). Fi,j is the level set forcing function given by
the ROS model (see ‘Rate of spread model’ section) and
310

(3)

and

Fire front

i,j

2
x
= (max[Di , jx , 0])2 + (min[D+
i , j , 0])

nx =

x
D+
i,j
+y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

+

+

x
D+
i, j
y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

Di, jx
+y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

+

Di, jx
(Di, jx )2 + (Di, jy )

,
2

(8)
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and
y
D+
i, j

ny =

+y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

+

Di, jy

+

y
D+
i,j

+y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

Di , jy

+

y 2
x 2
(D+
i, j ) + (Di, j )

(Di, jx )2 + (Di, jy )

,
2

(9)

where nx and ny are the x and y components of the level set
normal, respectively.

Microscale winds
The QES modelling framework is used to dynamically cou
ple the fire front ROS and the velocity field using QES’s 3-D
diagnostic wind solver QES-Winds (Bozorgmehr et al. 2021).
QES-Winds is a fast-response mass-conserving wind model
based on Rӧckle (1990) and refined by Kaplan and Dinar
(1996). The model prescribes a background velocity field
and then uses empirical parameterisations to account for
flow around buildings and trees in urban environments.
Conservation of mass is then enforced using a variational
analysis technique (Singh et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2013).
The method solves the Poisson equation for Lagrange multi
pliers, λ:
2

x2
where

+

i
+ jjjj
2
y
k

1y
zz

zz
2{

2

2 2

z2

=

0

V ,

(10)

0

V is the divergence of the initial prescribed veloc
0

ity field with V = u i0, j , k + vi0, j, k + wi0, j , k and u, v, and w are
the velocity components in the x, y, and z directions, respec
tively, the superscript 0 indicates an initial value from a
model parameterisation, and α1 and α2 are the Gaussian
precision moduli that define the relative importance of
horizontal versus vertical air motions, respectively.
QES-Winds solves Eqn 10 for the Lagrange multipliers
using graphic processing unit (GPU) technology with a
red–black successive over relaxation (SOR) scheme to
achieve a speedup of two orders of magnitude compared
with a serial SOR solver (Bozorgmehr et al. 2021). The
velocity field is then updated using the Euler–Lagrange
equations:

1

ui , j , k = u i0, j , k +
vi, j, k = vi0, j , k +

2

2
1

1

2

2
1

wi , j , k = wi0, j , k +

y

x
[

2
2

i +1, j , k

i, j +1, k

1

2

[

z

[

i, j, k +1

i , j , k ],

(11)

i , j , k ], and

(12)

i , j , k ],

(13)

where Δx, Δy, and Δz are the cell sizes corresponding to the
x, y, and z directions, respectively.
The modelling strategy used by QES-Winds has been
validated for several urban configurations with and without

trees and gives quasi-steady-state velocity fields that are in
good agreement with experimental data and full physics
simulations (Hayati et al. 2017, 2019; Barbano et al.
2020). To adapt QES-Winds for wildfires, a parameterisation
for the velocity field in and around fires is needed (‘QES-Fire
plume parameterisation’ section). The initial velocity profile
used in QES-Winds is an idealised rough-wall boundary
layer wind profile (i.e. the stability corrected log-law).
After a ground cell has been burned according to the 2-D
fire map, the aerodynamic roughness for the cell is reduced
owing to the lack of vegetation (fuels), which may provide a
more realistic velocity profile upwind of the fire front that
accounts for burned ground cover, as speculated by Sun
et al. (2009).

Rate of spread model
The ROS model is used as the forcing function F, for the
level set equation (Eqn 2). ROS models may be categorised
into four separate regimes according to Sullivan (2009a,
2009b, 2009c); in order of descending complexity these
are: physical, quasi-physical, quasi-empirical, and empirical
models. Physical models include combustion chemistry and
physics as well as momentum transfer. The main difference
between physical models and quasi-physical models is the
lack of combustion physics. Quasi-physical or simplified
physics models may still include momentum transfer
(using simplifications) and differentiate between the domi
nant modes of heat transfer in wildfires: radiation and con
vection. Quasi-empirical models lack this differentiation of
heat transfer modes. Finally, empirical models simply match
experimental ROS data to mathematical model parameters.
QES-Fire utilises two different quasi-steady-state
approaches sequentially for its ROS model. First, the wellknown quasi-empirical Rothermel (1972) model is used to
provide an estimate for the ROS based on the winds, local
terrain slope and fuel characteristics per grid cell. Next, the
iterative quasi-physical model developed by Balbi et al.
(2009, 2010, 2020; Chatelon et al. 2017) uses the ROS
from the Rothermel model as an initial value for the calcu
lation of the final ROS. Both the Rothermel and Balbi ROS
models were formulated for surface fire spread, constraining
QES-Fire to that mode of fire propagation.

Rothermel model

The Rothermel model is employed in the United States
National Fire Danger Rating System and has the advantage
that most fuel models in the United States were created for
use with the Rothermel model (Deeming 1977). Additionally,
it is a simple algebraic model that can be run in a single step
for each burning grid cell.

Balbi model

The Balbi et al. (2020) model accounts for three domi
nant factors that transfer heat from the flame front to the
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(a)

(b) 2.5

0.6

2

0.4

1.5

z (m)

z (m)

0.8

0.2
0
10

8
6

y (m)

4
2
0 0

6

4

2

10

8

1

0.5

0

x (m)

0

2

4

x (m)

fuel, and the subsequent ignition of the fuel in its calculation
of the ROS. These include radiation from the base of the fire
(assumed to be a black body), radiation from the flame
(simplified to a triangular grey body) and convection from
the flame base.
Inputs for both the Rothermel and Balbi models include
fuel parameters (depth of fuel, size, moisture, etc.), local
slope, air temperature and the mid-flame height wind veloc
ity calculated by QES-Winds. The Balbi model calculates the
ROS (Eqn 14), flame height (Eqn 15), flame temperature
(Eqn 16), buoyancy from the fire front (Eqn 17), heat release
from the fire front (Eqn 18) and flame tilt angle (Eqn 19) as

iS
ROS = min jjj ,
k
ij h
jj 2h + H tan +
k
+ A × ROS

y BT 4
1zzz f I +
{ v

i
SAV H
2
min jjjh , SAV
I 0

U (L)exp( K1
bh
1 + sin
1+

H=

1/2 ROS)

cos

zyz
z
{

bn2
g (T / Ta

1)

,

H (1
)
,
(st + 1) cp

i
h
zyz jij bn zyz,
b = jjjj
zz j z
k h + H /2 { k 2 {

tan

i
) jjj
k

= tan

(14)

,

ROS × cos
s × r 00

Tf = Ta +

Q 0 = (1

k

yz
zz
{

H yz
zz, and
{

+

U (L)
.
b

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

In Eqns 14–19, S is the leaf area per square metre, B is the
Stefan–Boltzman constant, Tf is the absolute flame tempera
ture, β is the fuel packing ratio, ρv is the fuel particle
density, I is the ignition energy, SAV is the surface area-to312

6

Fig. 3. (a) Flame geometry built in 3-D
space using the Balbi model, with aggre
gated flames used to build the fire front.
(b) 2-D geometric representation of Balbi
model (green) using discrete prisms (red).

volume ratio of fine fuels, h is the height of the flame base,
H is the flame height, bn is the vertical gas velocity on flat
terrain, Ta is the absolute ambient temperature, g is gravity,
ΔH is the heat of combustion of pyrolysis gases,
is the
flame radiative fraction, cp is the specific heat of air, Q̇0 is
the heat release, σ is the total fuel load, γ is the flame tilt
angle, θ is the local terrain slope angle, U(L) is the
midflame-height horizontal velocity calculated by QESWinds, b is the vertical velocity inside the flame, and A is
the flame radiation coefficient. The model includes three
universal parameters: a flame drag coefficient K1, the stoi
chiometric coefficient for combustion st, and a parameter to
account for flame thickness vs radiative fraction in the flame
radiation model r00. Heat transfer from the flames to the
fuels is attenuated through the flame length in the Balbi
model; this is preserved in the formulation by QES-Fire
through the parameters in the Balbi model governing the
convective and radiative heat transfer, K1 and r00.
The flame tilt angle for the Balbi model returns tilt
normal to the fire front. For our 3-D implementation,
flame tilt is calculated separately for the x and y directions
for each 2-D mapper cell. The tilt angle along the direction
with the strongest horizontal wind component (e.g. U(L) in
Eqn 19) is then chosen as the dominant direction and the
flame over that cell is modelled as a triangular prism
(Fig. 3). Calculating the tilt angle and flame geometry at
each fully burning mapper cell in this manner enables a
discrete approximation of flame structures that can repre
sent individual point fires, complete fire fronts and fires
burning in non-homogeneous terrain. While the prisms are
modelled with the dominant wind direction, the ROS forcing
for the level set method is calculated using the wind vector
multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the wind and
the normal to the fire front, thus preserving the formulation
for ROS in the Balbi model.
To account for heterogeneous terrain, fuels, and winds,
the flame geometry must be adapted to the QES-Winds scale
(O (1 m)) from the fire front scale (O (10 m)) assumed in the
original model (Balbi et al. 2009). Using the assumption that
within a flame vertical motion is uniformly accelerated
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owing to buoyancy and that flame outlines are streamlines
(Chatelon et al. 2017), the horizontal velocity into the flame
is approximately equal to the horizontal velocity out of the
flame as the flame base length approaches zero. Additionally,
assuming the flame residence time (τ) is inversely propor
tional to the surface area-to-volume ratio (τ = τ0/SAV, where
τ0 is the residence time parameter; Anderson 1969), the
discrete flame height can be decreased for a given Δx,
where Δx = the flame base length for our discrete represen
tation, linearly as a function of the time on fire (t) as

i
H = H 0× jjj1
k

t zy
zz
{

(20)

where H is the modified flame height and H0 is the original
flame height. Thus, the Balbi geometry is recovered in 2-D
using discrete prisms (Fig. 3).
Coupling the residence time dependence to the flame
height with triangular prisms allows the construction of a
fully 3-D fire front by aggregating the individual discrete
flame models into a single fire front (Fig. 3). The ability of
QES-Fire to represent surface conditions and fire front seg
ments in a discrete manner enables heterogeneous fire fronts
with varying fuel types, moisture contents and slope condi
tions to be modelled.

QES-Fire plume parameterisation
A major goal in the development of QES-Fire is to couple the
ROS and local winds in the fire front vicinity, which enables
future integration of QES-Fire with other fire-related phe
nomena (e.g. smoke dispersion, firebrand production and
transport). This is accomplished using the axisymmetric
plume model proposed by Baum and McCaffrey (1989)
superimposed on the background QES-Winds velocity
field. QES-Fire’s cellular nature utilises merging plumes to
account for adjacent and/or dispersed heat sources.

i T
y
cp jjj
+ V ( T ) zzz = q
t
k
{

where ρ is the density of air, p̃ is the perturbation from the
hydrostatic pressure, and q is the rate of energy release
from a heat source per unit volume. For a large semi-infinite
plume, the length scale for non-dimensionalisation is not
readily apparent. By defining generic non-dimensional
variables:

t * = t / t c;
*=

* = / 0;

× Lc ;

q * = q Lc3 / Q 0,

t

+ V (

)+ (

(21)

V ) = 0,

conservation of momentum,

V
+ V ( V)=
t

p˜ + (

and conservation of energy equations,

0) g ,

(22)

T* =

T
T0

T0

V * = V / Vc ;

p˜* = p˜ / pc ;

(24)

substituting them into Eqns 21–23, and then performing a
scale analysis, it is possible to deduce the characteristic
length

ij
jj
jj
k

Lc

yz2/5
Q0
zz ,
zz
0 cp T0 g {

and characteristic velocity

wc

ij g 2Q 0 yz1/5
jj
zz
jj
zz
c
T
p
0
k 0
{

(25)

(26)

scales for an axisymmetric plume, where Q 0 is the total,
volume-integrated power output of the distinct fire (Trelles
1995).
Inside the plume, the McCaffrey (1983) model assumes a
non-dimensionalised Gaussian profile for both temperature,

T
T0

T0

ÅÄÅ
ÅÅ
(r*, *) = *cl ( *)exp ÅÅÅÅ
ÅÅ
ÅÇ

and vertical velocity,

Velocity field from axisymmetric plume

The Baum and McCaffrey (1989) model for the flow field
induced by fires provides a time-averaged quasi-steady-state
velocity field for an axisymmetric plume that is scaled by
the surface heat flux.
McCaffrey (1983) proposed a plume model based on the
conservation of mass,

(23)

*(r *, *) =

ÄÅ
ÅÅ
Å
*cl ( *)exp ÅÅÅ
ÅÅ
ÅÅÇ

ÑÉ
ij r * yz2ÑÑÑ
jj
zz ÑÑÑ,
j R* ( *) z ÑÑ
k
{ ÑÖÑ

ÉÑ
ij r* yz2ÑÑÑ
jj
zz ÑÑÑ
j R* ( *) z ÑÑ
k
{ ÑÑÖ

(27)

(28)

where *cl is an empirically derived non-dimensionalised
centreline temperature, *cl is the empirically derived nondimensional vertical velocity scaled by the characteristic
velocity wc (Eqn 26) (Baum and McCaffrey 1989), ƞ =
0.866 is the empirically determined ratio of the thermal to
momentum radii of the plume (Baum and McCaffrey 1989),
R* = R/Lc is the empirically fitted non-dimensionalised
plume radius, r* = r/Lc is the non-dimensional radial dis
tance from the plume centreline, and ζ* = z/Lc is the nondimensional vertical distance from the plume source. For a
single axisymmetric plume, the origin is at ground level;
however, this value is adjusted to a virtual origin for merged
plumes (see ‘Merging plumes’ section below).
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To calculate the external flow field due to the plume,
Baum and McCaffrey decompose the velocity field into
potential and solenoidal flow components. Physically, the
potential flow is due to the volumetric expansion of hot
combustion gases while the solenoidal flow accounts for
the flow induced by vorticity. Using the characteristic length
and velocity, the centre-line potential can be expressed as

ij g1/3Q 0 yz3/5
zz ,
wc Lc = jjjj
zz
k 0 cp T0 {

cl

(29)

the centre-line vorticity as

ij g 3 0 cp T0 yz1/5
wc
zz ,
= jjjj
zz
Lc
Q
0
k
{

cl

(30)

and a centre-line pseudo streamfunction as
cl

wc Lc2 =

Q0
.
0 cp T0

(31)

In cylindrical coordinates with the assumptions of an
axisymmetric plume and a Gaussian distribution for the
temperature (Eqn 27) and vertical velocity (Eqn 28), the
non-dimensional radial (v̄r*) and vertical (v̄z*) velocities can
be determined from

v¯r*(r*, *) =

*
r*

v¯z* (r*, *) =

1
*
and
r* r*
*
1
*
+
*
r* r*

(32)
(33)

subject to the boundary conditions for Ʌ* given by
* (0, *)
r*
* (r *, 0)
*

= 0;

*(30, *) =

*asymptote (30, *);

= 0;

*(r *, 60) =

*asymptote (r*, 60);

(34)

that enforce that flow cannot cross the centreline axis (r* = 0)
or the ground (ζ* = 0). For the far field potential, the expan
sion velocity is governed by the asymptotic value Ʌ*asymptote.
This is Green’s function for potential due to a point source,

*asymptote (r*, *) =

1
2

r *2

+ *2

,

(35)

evaluated at r* = 30 and ζ* = 60. The values of r* and ζ* for
the asymptotic solution correspond to a smooth transition
from Eqns 32, 33 to the solution of Eqn 35. The streamfunc
tion component of Eqns 32, 33 is calculated using the defini
tion of vorticity,

r*

ij 1
* yz
jj
zz +
r* k r* r* {

2

*
=
*2

r* * (r *, *),

(36)

where
is found by taking the curl of the empirically derived
vertical velocity (Eqn 28),
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* (r*, *) =
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2r * V cl* ( *)
exp jjjj
2
j
R* ( *)
k

The boundary conditions for

*(0, *) = 0;
*(r *, 0) = 0;

ÄÅ
É
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(37)

* are

*(30, *) =

*asymptote (30, *);

*(r *, 60) =

*asymptote (r *, 60);

(38)

enforcing the fact that the plume centreline and ground form
streamlines that mass may not cross. The form of *asymptote is
fairly complex and described fully in Baum and McCaffrey
(1989) and Trelles (1995).
The non-dimensional velocity field due to a single fire is
computed as a superposition of the radial (Eqn 32) and
vertical flow (Eqn 33). The result of this superposition is
then scaled by the surface heat flux (Eqn 26) provided by the
Balbi model (Eqn 18) for a fully burning cell, or scaled by
the percentage area for a partially burning cell. This is
subsequently used as a parameterisation in QES-Winds
(i.e. the u i0, j , k , vi0, j, k , and wi0, j , k fields) to calculate the final
total velocity field as described in the ‘Microscale winds’
section above. For multiple distinct fires, Trelles (1995)
shows that the velocity fields for individual fires can be
superimposed. In QES-Fire, the superposition of multiple
unconnected plumes is performed prior to the final mass
conservation step (see ‘Microscale winds’). When multiple
distinct fires are spatially close, Trelles (1995) observed that
the velocities may only be superimposed up to a height at
which the plumes width begin to overlap. Above this height,
the superimposed vertical velocities will overestimate the
vertical velocity. Trelles (1995) gives an overview of how
this may be accomplished at the asymptotic extent of the
plumes; however, a new methodology is needed for merging
plumes below the far field behaviour. QES-Fire’s methodology
for this is described in the next section.

Merging plumes

Many studies have examined the dependence of plume
merging on source buoyancy and momentum fluxes (e.g.
Gebhart and Pera 1971; Davidson and Slawson 1982;
Davidson 1989; Macdonald et al. 2002). Kaye and Linden
(2004) is the first detailed one focused on merging turbulent
axisymmetric plumes. Of particular interest for QES-Fire is
the development of a criterion for when turbulent plumes
merge. Prior models use the methodology that when two
plumes have grown laterally enough to overlap, the height
where the overlap occurs is defined as the merging
height (e.g. Bjørn and Nielsen 1995). This simplistic view
does not take into account mutual entrainment (Kaye and
Linden 2004). Finney and McAllister (2011) show that
mutual entrainment from spot fires intensifies the burning
and heat release rates of fires, and therefore should be
included.
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µm =

x0

(39)

,

where x0 is the separation distance between plume sources.
μm is then calculated using

µm =

1

25
,
132

(40)

where ϵ = 0.09 is an entrainment constant and

is the

25
132

upper bound for the height when two non-interacting
Gaussian plumes merge together (Kaye and Linden 2004).
After the merging height is calculated, a new virtual origin
for the merged plume is determined by (Kaye and
Linden 2004)
v

= 0.91 2 µm x0

(41)

µ m x0 ,

where x0 = Δx for the fire map and Γ is the filter index
making the product Γ*x0 the plume separation distance for
filter level Γ. For the ground level to the first mixing height,
Γ = 1 and each grid cell in the fire map is considered a
distinct plume source. The velocity field from each grid cell
is then calculated and superimposed following the ‘Velocity
field from axisymmetric plume’ section starting at the
ground level and up to the mixing-height level ζ1. The filter
is then enlarged to merge two adjacent plume sources whose
separation distance is Γ*x0 = 2Δx. The next merging height
ζ2 and new virtual origin ζv,2 are then computed and the
velocity field from the two merged plumes is then calculated
as a single source. The new source is scaled by the total heat
release of the merged plumes found by summing adjacent
fire map cells. The velocity field is then superimposed for
each merged plume in the vertical from ζ1 to ζ2. This con
tinues until the top of QES-Fire’s domain is reached or until
all plumes are merged into a single source. A schematic view
of this plume-merging process is given in Fig. 4.
The plume-merging methodology serves two critical pur
poses in QES-Fire. First, it allows for the superposition of
distinct plumes parameterised with the axisymmetric plume
model described in the ‘Velocity field from axisymmetric
plume’ section in a physically realistic manner and second, it
25

where ζv is the distance below the merged plume sources.
For the case of unequal plumes, Eqn 40 can be modified
to include the effects of the relative strengths of the plume
sources as

1

5
{6/[5(R / x )2] +
6

1/3

+

1/3

}

1/2

,
(42)

where ĸ ≤ 1 is the ratio of the plume buoyancy fluxes.
For ĸ = 1, Eqn 42 reduces to Eqn 40. μm has minimal
variation for a wide range of ĸ values, approximately 25%
for 0.15 ≤ ĸ ≤ 1 (Kaye and Linden 2004) and, therefore,
QES-fire assumes the equal plume strength value for μm for
all plume merging. This is justified based on the small grid
spacing typically used in QES-Fire, which limits the varia
tion in heat release per grid cell (Eqn 18) to approximately
30% using Anderson’s (1982) fuel model.
The discrete nature of the fire map (see ‘Fire map’ section
above) means that nearly all simulations will require the
merging of more than two plumes. This is accomplished
through a multiscale aggregation operation applied to the
surface heat fluxes and subsequently through the plume
parameterisation (see ‘Velocity field from axisymmetric
plume’) to the plume velocities. The goal is to merge adja
cent plumes at the appropriate vertical position. This height
is calculated by modifying Eqn 39 to yield

= µ m × ( × x0),

z5

(43)

15

z (m)

µm =

20

10

z4

5

Merging height (m)

QES-Fire includes the impact of mutual plume entrain
ment using the assumption that in the absence of mean wind,
individual plumes are passively advected owing to the
entrainment field of other plumes in the domain, and that
for equal-strength plumes, plumes will be deflected towards
each other equally (Kaye and Linden 2004). In the QES-Fire
formulation, the plume-merging height is calculated based
on a non-dimensional mixing height μm defined by

z3
z2
z1

0
20

25

30

x (m)

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of plume merging from distrib
uted sources in QES-Fire. Vectors indicate the velocity field calcu
lated by the plume parameterisation. From ground level to ζ1, each
cell is considered a single plume source. At ζ1, QES-Fire merges
adjacent plumes into a single plume with a new virtual origin. The
velocity field is calculated for the new merged plumes from ζ1 to ζ2,
at which point two adjacent merged plumes are merged again. For
each merging height, a new velocity field is calculated until the top of
the domain is reached or all plumes have been merged. Dark shaded
regions are areas of plume overlap.
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Fig. 5. (a) Vertical velocity isosurfaces from QES-Fire of merged plumes from distinct heat flux sources.
(b) Plan view of QES-Fire 2-D map, red represents fully burning cells, dark grey are burned cells. Heat release
per fully burning grid cell is 2.1 kW m−3 with a maximum vertical velocity of 5.4 m s−1. Cell dimensions are
1 × 1 × 0.25 m and background winds are 5 m s−1 along the positive x-axis.

gives QES-Fire the ability to have a cell-based fire map that
is computationally efficient. The total merged plume from a
fire front made of several sources is shown in Fig. 5.

QES-Fire comparison
Examination of QES-Fire’s performance is accomplished in
two phases. First, the plume structure parameterisations
(independent of the ROS) are compared with highresolution unsteady plume resolving large-eddy simulations
(LESs) using WRF-SFIRE (Mandel et al. 2011, 2014). Next,
the FireFlux II field campaign (Clements et al. 2019) is used
to validate QES-Fire’s ROS and compare its calculated wind
velocities with in situ velocity measurements taken during
an experimental burn.

Idealised plume validation
High-resolution LES runs of WRF-SFIRE were performed to
examine the quality of QES-Fire’s plume parameterisations.
Two WRF-SFIRE simulations were performed, a ‘large’ burn
area case and a ‘small’ burn area case. Both simulations used
a 3 km × 3 km × 3 km atmospheric domain discretised
with 120 × 120 × 120 grid points, resulting in a uniform
grid spacing of Δx = Δy = Δz = 25 m. The burn area was
modelled using the SFIRE land surface module run on a grid
one fifth the size of the atmospheric grid with a grid spacing
of Δx = Δy = Δz = 5 m. The small burn area was a 25 m ×
25 m square and the large burn area was 50m × 50 m, both
with constant heat fluxes of 72.14 kW m−2. The heat fluxes
were injected into the atmospheric model over an extinction
depth (Mandel et al. 2011). For the small burn area, the
depth was specified as 40 m, and for the large burn area,
the depth was specified as 55 m. The extinction depth was
316

chosen based on the McCaffrey (1983) temperature profile
for a flame with a comparable heat flux. The simulations
were run for 20 min each with zero ambient winds and
neutral background stratification. Prognostic variables
were output every 20 s. After a 15-min spin-up, output
data from the final 5 min of the WRF-SFIRE simulations
were time-averaged to calculate plume statistics for compar
ison with QES-Fire’s steady-state fields. Tests with different
spin-up times and grid resolutions resulted in negligible
differences in presented statistics. The computation time
for each of the WRF-SFIRE simulations was 3300 s on 32
Intel XeonSP Skylake cores. QES-Fire was run for the same
two test cases with the same grid resolution (Δx = Δy =
Δz = 25 m) and took 12 s on a single Intel XeonSP Skylake
core with an NVIDIA® Titan V GPU.
Fig. 6 depicts the time-averaged vertical velocity through
the axisymmetric plume centre for both WRF-SFIRE and
QES-Fire. Near the ground, QES-Fire has a broader area of
strong upward vertical velocity compared with WRF-SFIRE.
This is due to QES-Fire’s use of individual plumes at each
surface grid cell, all of which contribute to the near-ground
vertical velocity. The wider plume base in QES-Fire results
in a wider plume at all vertical levels and translates into a
shorter core-region of high vertical velocity (e.g. velocities
greater than 5 m s−1).
Although the core region of high vertical velocity is
shorter, QES-Fire’s plume extends to a higher level in the
vertical direction when all positive vertical velocity values
are considered. QES-Fire does not account for atmospheric
stability. As a result, the buoyant plume in QES-Fire is only
weakly confined in the vertical direction. LES models
such as WRF-SFIRE that solve the momentum and energy
equations limit the extent of vertical transport through the
temperature field. The only limitation on the vertical extent
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of the plume rise in QES-Fire is from the Baum and
McCaffrey (1989) plume model, particularly the asymptotic
behaviour of the model at ζ* = 60 (ζ = 460 m for the large
and ζ = 262 m for the small heat flux plots).
In addition to the structure of the vertical plume winds, it
is of interest to understand the performance of QES-Fire’s
horizontal winds compared with WRF-SFIRE’s owing to
their key role in coupling the fire front–atmospheric winds
to the ROS model in QES-Fire. The horizontal winds were
examined at heights for which the Baum and McCaffrey
(1989) model predicts the equivalent for a mid-flame region
for the calculated heat flux: 10 m for the large burn area and
7 m for the small burn area (Fig. 7). Vectors in the figure
have nearly identical patterns and a similar entrainment
velocity at the heat flux perimeter for both models. For
the large burn area, the average horizontal velocity across
the heat flux perimeter for the WRF-SFIRE idealised plume
is 4.75 m s−1, vs 5.34 m s−1 for QES-Fire. For the small burn
area, the average horizontal velocity across the heat flux
perimeter for the WRF-SFIRE idealised plume is 1.92 m s−1
vs 2.11 m s−1 for QES-Fire.
A clear difference between QES-Fire and WRF-SFIRE
plumes is the vertical and horizontal extent of the plumes
they create. Still, the centreline vertical velocity values of

500

–2

Fig. 6. Mid-plume vertical velocity contours of
idealised plume. The source is a square burn area
with neutral background stratification, zero
winds and a constant heat flux of 72.14 kW m−2
specified. Large burn area = 50 m × 50 m,
(a) WRF-SFIRE and (b) QES-Fire. Small burn
area = 25 m × 25 m, (c) WRF-SFIRE and
(d) QES-Fire.

the two models agree well near the ground (Fig. 8). The
magnitudes of the centreline vertical velocities agree but
the profile shapes have two clear differences. The first is the
distinct steps in the QES-Fire profile. These steps correspond
to the plume mixing height levels and are a direct result of
the merging plumes modelling methodology (see ‘Merging
plumes’ above). The second difference is also evident from
the vertical velocity contour plots (Fig. 6). The QES-Fire
centreline vertical velocity decreases significantly at a
lower vertical level than in WRF-SFIRE (200 m vs 250 m
for the large burn area, and 110 m vs 250 m for the small
burn area) but then continues with a small value to a much
greater height.
A direct result of QES-Fire’s broader plume but similar
vertical velocity values is an increase in the integrated
buoyancy flux compared with WRF-SFIRE at the surface
(Fig. 8). However, as we move away from the ground, the
total buoyancy fluxes through the x−y plane at a given
height are comparable between the two models. Overall,
the domain-integrated buoyancy flux for the plume from
the large burn area is 1.36 × 106 m4 s−3 in WRF-SFIRE
whereas in QES-Fire it is 1.61 × 106 m4 s−3, a relative
difference of less than 15%. For the small burn area, the
domain integrated buoyancy flux is 1.58 × 105 m4 s−3 in
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WRF-SFIRE whereas in QES-Fire it is 1.89 × 105 m4 s−3, a
relative difference of less than 17%.
To examine the grid resolution dependence of the QES
plume-merging methodology, the large burn area was simu
lated with QES-Fire for a range of grid cell sizes. For a cell
the size of the burn area, there is no merging and the Baum
and McCaffrey (1989) plume model (see ‘Velocity field from
axisymmetric plume’) holds exactly. As the burn area is
broken into multiple QES cells, the plumes should merge
in the vertical direction to create a single plume with a
maximum velocity that is the same as the single plume
case. For a 50 m × 50 m burn area, the maximum vertical
velocity from a single plume was calculated as 19.53 m s−1.
The maximum velocities for Δx = Δy = 2–50 m varied
between 19.53 and 20.72 m s−1, a maximum relative differ
ence of 7%, demonstrating QES-Fire’s ability to represent
the vertical velocity structure for a single plume using its
discrete surface representation (see ‘Merging plumes’).

Experimental burn validation
The FireFlux II (FFII) experiment provides a valuable dataset
of in situ measurements during a prescribed burn. FFII was
318

Fig. 7. Horizontal winds from idealised plume
simulations. The source is a square burn area
(noted by ), with neutral background stratifica
tion, zero winds, and a constant heat flux of 72.14
kW m−2 specified: large burn area = 50 m × 50 m
at 10-m height, (a) WRF-SFIRE and (b) QES-Fire.
Small burn area = 25 m × 25 m at 7-m height, (c)
WRF-SFIRE and (d) QES-Fire. Legends show
length of a reference value velocity vector.

conducted in a Texas grass plot over flat land where topog
raphy plays a minimal role in the fire spread. The site is
described in detail in Clements et al. (2007), and the experi
mental setup for FFII in Clements et al. (2019) (see Fig. 9 for
a schematic). Here, we briefly review the most salient mea
surements used to validate QES-Fire.
The ROS calculations for the field data are made from an
array of 24 HOBO® temperature loggers recording at 1 Hz.
Each HOBO logger was equipped with an Omega 20-gauge
K-type thermocouple to measure the temperature just
above the soil. The HOBO loggers were arranged in a grid
with 50-m spacing in the burn plot to track the fire front
progression. The arrival time of the fire front was taken to
be when the temperature first exceeded 400°C.
Ambient wind forcing data required to run QES-Fire are
provided by the University of Houston Atmospheric
Laboratory (HAL) tower located on the western edge of
the burn plot. Additionally, a 43-m micrometeorology
tower located in the burn plot fitted with 3-D sonic anem
ometers and type T thermocouples at heights of 5.8-m, 10-m
and 20-m provides wind and temperature data for validation
purposes. A planar fit tilt correction was applied to the sonic
anemometer velocity components (Wilczak et al. 2001)
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using the 24-h period prior to the experimental burn. Wind
forcing for QES-Fire was specified using the average wind
speed (10 m s−1) and direction (310°) over the 30-min time
period prior to the start of the experiment taken from the
HAL tower sonic anemometer at a height of 31 m. Winds
were then interpolated using a log-law profile with an aero
dynamic roughness length (l0) of 0.15 m corresponding to a
field of uncut tall grass (Stull 2003). The horizontal turbu
lence strength from the HAL tower was calculated as the
root mean square of the turbulent fluctuations (2.09 m s−1)
beginning 30 min prior to ignition through the end of the
burn. The turbulence intensity was then determined to be
0.21, justifying the use of a quasi-steady-state model with a
single wind forcing.
Fuels were sampled throughout the burn plot 30 min
prior to the burn. Based on this sampling, the appropriate
fuel type was determined to be tall grass. The fuel load was
specified as 0.64 kg m−2 with a moisture content of 18%
(Clements et al. 2019). The Balbi model requires the fuel
load for both live and dead fuels. Because the composition of
live vs dead fuel load was unknown for the FFII burn, a
conservative estimate that the dead fuel load accounted for
10% of the total fuel load was specified. Sensitivity testing
found a 3% relative error in the ROS for a 25% change in
dead fuel load vs total fuel load. The ambient temperature

Fig. 8. Comparison of centreline vertical veloc
ity and integrated buoyancy flux calculated by
WRF-SFIRE and QES-Fire in idealised plume simu
lations. (a) Large burn area centreline vertical
velocity; (b) large burn area x−y plane integrated
buoyancy flux; (c) small burn area centreline verti
cal velocity; and (d) small burn area x−y plane
integrated buoyancy flux.

taken via a radiosonde sounding just before ignition was
16°C. The ignition line for FFII was tracked and timed based
on video taken from a GoPro® camera mounted at 40-m on
an observation tower in the northwest corner of the burn
plot. This ignition sequence was read into QES-Fire, and at
the specified times and locations in the burn plot, a new
ignition was created to accurately describe the ignition
procedure. Once the fire front is initiated and the back
ground winds are specified, QES-Fire is used to propagate
the fire front following the procedure detailed in ‘QES-Fire
modelling methodology’ above (see Table 2 for a summary
of input parameters).
One of the most critical aspects to evaluate for any wild
fire spread model is its ability to create realistic fire fronts
that move at realistic ROSs. QES-Fire’s calculated fire front
progression for the FFII controlled burn is shown in Fig. 10.
Based on qualitative comparisons with video taken from the
observation tower GoPro camera, QES-Fire captures the
general shape and progression pattern (i.e. isochrones) of
the experiment. It is noteworthy that while the forward
progression of the fire front matches field data quite well,
the backing fire front ROS is overestimated. This is likely a
result of the model’s induced winds because the ROS model
predicts negligible forcing for the level set when winds are
opposed to the fire front.
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HOBO
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300 m

Fig. 9. Map of the experimental design with instrument placement and ignition sequence for the FFII prescribed
burn (Google Earth).

A more quantitative examination of the ability of QESFire to accurately represent the FFII fire front progression
can be preformed by comparing the QES-Fire ROS with the
ROS calculated from the HOBO data loggers. This is facili
tated by QES-Fire’s calculation of the ROS vector at each
grid cell that is on fire (see ‘Fire map’ section) at each model
time step, allowing for a direct comparison at points match
ing the HOBO data (Fig. 11). Additionally, isochrones from
the QES-Fire fire front and the experimental data fire front
have been calculated to enable direct comparisons of the fire
front shape as it progresses through the HOBO array.
The isochrones calculated by QES-Fire have the same
general shape as those calculated for FFII. The primary
differences in the ROS and isochrones between the model
and the experiment occurs at two HOBO points in a region
near 50–125 m east and 75–150 m north where QES-Fire
predicts a rapid acceleration of the fire front that is not
320

observed in the data. Comparison of the ROS from FFII
and QES-Fire through the HOBO array shows a root mean
squared error (RMSE) of 0.22 m s−1 with a mean ROS of
0.53 m s−1 for QES-Fire compared with 0.43 m s−1 from the
field data. There is an overestimation of the ROS for the
western flank of the fire front. This is most likely a result of
the acceleration of the fire front due to the level set com
bined with the fact that QES-Fire does not account for
changes in ambient winds present during the experiment.
On the leading edge of the fire front, there is a slight
underestimation of the ROS, 0.92 m s−1 for QES-Fire vs
0.95 m s−1 observed in the experiment. If the Balbi model
is used without flame mid-height surface wind feedback
from QES-Fire, the average ROS drops below the experi
mental data to a value of 0.32 m s−1.
Of particular interest is the accuracy of QES-Fire’s hori
zontal wind predictions in the vicinity of the fire front.
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QES-Fire model parameters for FFII case study.

Domain size

450 m × 800 m × 300 m

Horizontal grid spacing

Δx = Δy = 2 m

Vertical grid spacing

Δz = 0.25 m

Simulation time

20 min

Ignition sequence

Ignition points and times matched to
observed

Inflow winds

10 m s−1 at 31-m height, log-law profile,
I0 = 0.15 m

Inflow wind direction

310°

Courant number

0.9

Fuel type

Tall grass ( Rothermel 1972 Type 3)

Fuel load (total)

σ = 0.64 kg m−2

Fuel load (dead)

σdead = 0.064 kg m−2

Fuel moisture content

m = 18%

Fuel depth

d = 1.35 m

Fuel density

ρv = 1500 kg m−3 ( Rothermel 1972)

Fuel packing ratio

β = σ/(d × ρv) = 3.16 × 104

Air temperature

289 K

Slope

θ=0

0

y (m)

100

200

300

100

200

300

400

x (m)

Fig. 10. Fire front of FireFluxII experiment modelled by QES-Fire,
isochrones calculated at 30 s intervals.

These winds drive the ROS and serve as one of the primary
coupling mechanisms between the fire front and the atmo
spheric flow. To validate QES-Fire’s fire-induced winds,
comparisons are made with the anemometers on the 43-m
tower in the FFII burn plot (Fig. 12). Because QES-Fire is a
quasi-steady-state model that represents the ensemble mean
value of the velocity vector and to facilitate visual compari
sons, the QES-Fire horizontal winds are examined relative
to the experimental horizontal winds averaged with a 3-s
moving average, corresponding to the fire front residence
time. The most notable feature in the horizontal winds is a

decrease as the fire front approaches the 43-m tower. The
decrease is linked to the fire-induced winds causing entrain
ment into the flame plume. Once the fire front passes the
tower, there is an increase in the velocity as the fire-induced
winds add to the ambient winds. The effect is most promi
nently exhibited at the 6-m measurement height but persists
up to the 20-m level. Both QES-Fire and the field data
exhibit this behaviour, with the trend more pronounced in
QES-Fire. QES-Fire’s behaviour is a result of the fire line
and plume parameterisation models. Additionally, the aero
dynamic roughness length (l0) is decreased as the fuel is
consumed by the fire front. This decrease in l0 corresponds
to an increase in the near-surface horizontal winds calcu
lated by QES-Winds supporting the conclusion of Sun et al.
(2009) that a decrease in l0 may have a significant impact on
ROS. Overall, the general ability of QES-Fire to predict
horizontal winds is considered to be acceptable. RMSEs of
horizontal velocity for QES-Fire vs field data are 1.48 m s−1
at the 6-m height measurement position, 1.90 m s−1 at the
10-m height, and 0.69 m s−1 at the 20-m height.
To examine how well QES-Fire captures key features of
the vertical velocity near the fire line, it is compared against
the sonic anemometer data smoothed with a 3-s moving
average from the 43-m tower (Fig. 13).
The clearest signature in the vertical velocity time series
is an increase in upward magnitude. The increase is evident
in the field data and the QES-Fire modelled winds. Away
from the ground, at the 10-m and 20-m heights, the magni
tude of QES-Fire’s peak vertical velocity agrees reasonably
well with the values in the field data. Near the ground at the
6-m measurement height, QES-Fire clearly overestimates the
upward vertical velocity. The increased overestimation near
the ground is consistent with our examination of QES-Fire’s
plume-merging parameterisation (see ‘Merging plumes’
above) where the distributed nature of the model near the
ground results in enhanced vertical velocity. During the
experimental burn, a large-scale subsidence of approxi
mately −0.5 m s−1 was observed, leading to a mean nega
tive value in the vertical velocity prior to, and after, the fire
front passage at the 43-m tower. Because the subsidence is
presumably not local to the burn plot and not explicitly
included in the QES-Fire forcing, it is not captured by
QES-Fire and explains some of the discrepancy in the com
parison of vertical velocities. The arrival time of the peak
vertical velocity in the QES-Fire predictions is also observed
to lag the field observation’s arrival at all heights. The delay
agrees with the slightly delayed fire line progression
(Fig. 11) through the HOBO array. To a lesser extent, a
second likely explanation for the delayed timing is the
lack of direct inclusion of cross-wind advection in the
QES-Fire plume parameterisation. The FFII burn occurred
under strong winds, which tilt the plume in the downwind
direction resulting in earlier plume arrival times for mea
surement points that are higher off the ground. Although not
strong, this phenomenon can be observed in the tower wind
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Fig. 12. Horizontal velocity (V) at the 43-m tower location during
the FireFlux II controlled burn. The blue line ( ) indicates the 3-s
filtered sonic anemometer data, the solid (—) black line the QES-Fire
horizontal velocity, and the shaded region denotes ±1 s.d. from the
field data over the 3-s moving average. The dashed red ( ) line is the
temperature measured with a type T thermocouple, shown to indicate
the fire arrival time: (a) 6-m height; (b) 10-m height; (c) 20-m height.

Fig. 13. Vertical velocity (w) at the 43-m tower location during the
FireFlux II controlled burn. The blue line ( ) indicates the 3-s filtered
sonic anemometer data, the solid (—) black line the QES-Fire vertical
velocity, and the shaded region denotes ±1 s.d. from the field data
over the 3-s moving average. The dashed red ( ) line is the temper
ature measured with a type T thermocouple, shown to
indicate the fire arrival time: (a) 6-m height, (b) 10-m height,
(c) 2-m height.

and temperature fields (Figs 12, 13). In addition to altering
the plume arrival time, the lack of a specific cross-wind
parameterisation in QES-Fire likely contributes to the over
estimation of the maximum vertical winds in the plume,

especially for the higher measurement heights. While not
as good as the horizontal velocity predictions, the vertical
velocity predicted by QES-Fire is also acceptable considering
the complexity of the simulated process. Vertical velocity
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RMSEs for QES-Fire vs field data are 1.15 m s−1 at the 6-m
height measurement position, 1.00 m s−1 at the 10-m
height, and 1.22 m s−1 at the 20-m height.

Summary
This work presents a fast-response microscale wildfire pro
gression model, QES-Fire. It incorporates three simplified
physics quasi-steady-state models: a diagnostic wind solver
(QES-Winds), a surface fire ROS model (the Balbi model),
and a buoyant plume rise model that includes merging
plumes. QES-Fire dynamically couples the background
wind velocities to the fire-induced winds through the
plume rise model and wind solver, and incorporates this
new velocity field as a direct driver to the ROS model,
providing high-resolution inputs for calculation of ROS
and a highly realistic wind field in the vicinity of the fire
front.
QES-Fire’s fire-induced winds are compared against highresolution LES of idealised buoyant plumes, yielding results
with relative errors for the maximum centreline vertical
velocity of 10% for a large burn area and 6% for a small
burn area at a fraction of the computational cost. In addi
tion, the buoyant fluxes have a relative error of 15% for the
large burn plot and 17% for the small burn plot. To chal
lenge QES-Fire to a more realistic scenario, ROS and wind
velocities, both vertical and horizontal, are compared
against the FireFlux II field experiment data and are in
good agreement with observed results for flat terrain with
homogeneous fuel. Backing fire front ROS is overestimated
and requires further investigation.
Additional model development for QES-Fire is needed to
extend its use to more general cases. This includes the
effects of terrain on the coupled feedback with the winds,
both the effects the terrain has on the local winds and the
impact of terrain on the plume parameterisations. The gen
eral impact of ambient winds on the fire plume should also
be explored, especially how coupling with terrain-induced
winds can lead to extreme fire behaviours (Sharples et al.
2012). The overall goal of QES-Fire is to provide rapid fire
evolution forecasts that account for fire–atmosphere cou
pling at the microscale. These forecasts could be used to
support fire operations and prescribed burns or used as a
research tool to explore coupling processes. QES-Fire’s
faster-than-real-time calculations using quite modest com
putational resources allows examination of how changes in
variables (e.g. wind speed, wind direction, fuel moisture)
affect the ROS. Ensemble runs of QES-Fire can help in
assessing the risk fire fronts pose due to changes in coupled
fire–atmospheric conditions.
Future work will also take advantage of other aspects
of the QES framework including its Lagrangian particle
dispersion model (Singh et al. 2011), which may be used
for firebrand and smoke transport. In addition, QES-Winds

International Journal of Wildland Fire

was primarily developed for and validated in urban envir
onments with resolved buildings (Bozorgmehr et al. 2021).
Hence QES-Fire is well positioned to be adapted for fires at
the wildland–urban interface.
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